BULLYING 101

Bullying 101
Objectives:
1. Define the difference between conflict, bullying and
harassment.
2. Identify the schools’ responsibilities, as well as parent roles,
under the revised Connecticut anti-bullying law.
3. Provide specific guidance for addressing cyber bullying.

Kristen Granatek, Senior Program Manager,
Prevention Services
Jacqueline Longo, Program Coordinator,
Youth Leadership
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What is Bullying?
A form of abuse that has three defining characteristics:

 Deliberate—a perpetrator’s intention is to hurt someone

 Repeated—a

perpetrator often targets the same victim
again and again

 Power Imbalance—whether perceived or real

What is Bullying?
Public Act 11-232 defines bullying as the
repeated use of a written, oral or electronic
communication or physical act by one or more
students directed at another student within the
same school district which:
1) Physically or emotionally harms the student or
damages that student’s property;
2) Places such student in reasonable fear of harm
to himself or herself, or of damage to his or her
property;
3) Creates a hostile school environment for that
student;
4) Infringes on that student’s rights at school; or
5) Substantially disrupts the educational process
or the orderly operation of the school.

Types of Mean Behavior and Bullying
*Adjusted by age group
PHYSICAL







Punching
Pinching
Hair-pulling
Choking
Tripping
EMOTIONAL
&
RELATIONAL







Excluding
Rejecting
Ignoring
Manipulating
Rumor-spreading








SEXUAL
Forcing kisses
Flipping up skirts
Commenting on body parts
Drawings
Ratings
Sexual rumors
ELECTRONIC

 Posting and/or circulating
embarrassing photos or info
 Making threats
 Name-calling

VERBAL









Labels*
Slurs*
Jokes*
Belittling
Taunting
Sarcasm
Teasing

*Even with no direct
target, these
behaviors can be
considered “indirect
meanness.”

Behaviors by Age Group
Middle

Elementary

•

Attacks are physical in
nature

•
•

Direct verbal bullying
More overt

•
•

Gossiping,

•

Criticizing the way a
person dresses,

•
•

Race or disability

•

Threatening cell phones &
internet

Not socializing with a
victim

Make faces, roll their eyes,
and call the victim names
just quiet enough – more
covert

High School

•

Physical bullying has
lessened,

•

But it has moved to more
indirect bully techniques

•

Electronic – sexting, social
media

•

Sometimes - culturally
acceptable

The Nature of Conflict

• Conflict is a part of every child’s life experience
• As children learn to give and take, learn about
cooperation and social interaction, conflict

naturally occurs

• Aggression and hurtful remarks are part of
conflict of all ages; they do not necessarily
mean that a bully-target problem exists

Recognizing the Difference Between
Normal Peer Conflict and Bullying
NORMAL PEER CONFLICT

BULLYING

Equal power or friends

Imbalance of power; not friends

Happens occasionally

Repeated negative actions

Accidental

Purposeful

Not serious

Serious with threat of physical or
emotional harm

Not seeking power or attention

Seeking power, control, or material things

Not trying to get something

Attempt to gain material things or power

Remorse – will take responsibility

No remorse – blames victim

Effort to solve the problem

No effort to solve the problem

Harassment vs. Bullying
Harassment does NOT need to:

• Be repetitive
• Have intent or have been directed at a specific target
• Be reported but should have been reasonably known
Statutes are violated when peer harassment based on race, color,
national origin, sex, disability, religion, sexual orientation, gender
identity is serious enough that it creates a hostile environment
and such harassment is encouraged, tolerated, not adequately
addressed, or ignored by school
Source: U.S. Dept of Education, Office for Civil Rights. “Dear Colleague Letter: Harassment and Bullying (Oct.. 2010)

Conflict? Bullying? Harassment?
Scenario:
Your daughter went to a sleepover this past weekend. On Monday
morning she tells you she doesn’t want to go to school. After awhile of
prodding, you find out that the girls were making fun of her because
she is in the ‘dumb’ classes. She knows she has a learning disability
but this is the first time she was made fun of for it. Is this bullying?
Harassment? Or a peer to peer conflict? What do you do?

2011 Updated Anti-Bullying Law:
• Students can make anonymous reports regarding bullying.
• School employees who witness or receive reports of bullying must orally notify
the school official identified in the plan as responsible for receiving reports
(safe school climate specialist) within one school day.
• School employees must submit a written report within two days of making the
oral report.
• When an incident takes place, both the student who bullied and the target
must receive interventions.

• School staff receive annual training in the bullying prevention and intervention
plan developed and updated by the district.
• School staff must do ongoing professional development, which may include
training in bullying prevention.

• School staff must recognize the addition of cyberbullying in state and district
bullying policies, and intervene when witnessed or reported.

What are a school’s obligations
•If harassment has occurred, a school must take prompt and
effective steps to end the harassment, eliminate any hostile
environment, and prevent its recurrence.
• These duties are a school’s responsibility even if the
misconduct also is covered by an anti-bullying policy and
regardless of whether the student makes a complaint, asks
the school to take action, or identifies the harassment as a
form of discrimination.

Warning Signs of Bullying
• Unexplained damage or loss of clothing and other personal items

• Evidence of physical abuse, such as bruises or scratches
• Loss of friends; changes in friends
• Reluctance to participate in activities with peers
• Loss of interest in favorite activities

• Unusually sad, moody, anxious, lonely, or depressed
• Problems with eating, sleeping, bed-wetting
• Decline in school achievement
• Headaches, stomachaches, other physical complaints
• Thoughts of suicide

Basics for Parents…
the school climate
• Know
specialist.
everything and submit
• Document
a written complaint.
can ask for a copy of the
• You
investigation.
bullying has been verified ask
• If
for your child’s safety plan.
FERPA you cannot be privy
• Under
to the consequences of the

aggressor

in communication with
• Keep
administration and let them know
if the bullying has stopped

Children who are Targeted
Passive:
Anxious, insecure, appears to
do nothing to invite bully’s
aggression, does not attempt to
defend themselves when
attacked
Provocative:
Hot-tempered, restless, create
tension by irritating/teasing
others, more likely to fight back
when attacked

Supporting your child at home if they
are being targeted?
•
•

Affirm their feelings- Show Empathy. Acknowledge courage.

•
•

Don’t overreact. – Check your emotions

Get the story of the incident as correct as possible from your child.
(Who, What, Where, When, and How) NO WHY?

Help brainstorm possible ways to deal with the situation.
Alternative solutions & likely consequences

•

Affirm to your child that he/she is not the cause, the problem lies

•

Do NOT contact the parents of the student who bullied your child.

with perpetrator, not your child

Share with your child how you are going to respond/help.

Supporting your child at school if they
are being targeted?
•

Look at school policy/handbook.

•

If continues, approach school. Begin with classroom teacher,
counselor, building principal. Give factual information.

•

Tell school you want to work with staff to find solution.

•

Document everything (bullying/cyberbullying)

•

If you think it is bullying, fill out a report.

•

Check in with your child daily after school

Students who
demonstrate aggressive
behavior

Proactive aggressive child
(Hidden Bully)

Reactive aggressive child:

Non-emotional, controlled,
deliberate behavior, hoping to
achieve some goal, dominates.

Poor impulse control,
emotional, feels constantly
threatened, believes aggressive
response is justified

They bully in order to feel a
sense of control over their lives,
and also for personal gain.

Supporting your child if they are
exhibiting bullying behavior
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Make it clear that you will not tolerate bullying behavior.
Arrange for an effective, non-violent consequence.
Talk to your child, keeping in mind he/she will try to minimize
wrong-doing.
Increase supervision of your child’s activities.
Praise the efforts your child makes toward non-violent
behavior.
Frequent communication with teachers to find out if behavior
is improving.
Seek help from school psychologist/social worker if you would
like support in working with your child.
Help develop their sense of empathy for others

Any act of bullying through the
use of the Internet, interactive
and digital technologies,
cellular mobile telephone or
other mobile electronic devices
or any electronic
communications.

Bullying:

•
•

•
•
•

In the open or in public
Usually aware of the
person’s response to
mean behavior
Limited in time/area
Bystanders may be
limited in number
Limited exposure

vs.

•
•

•
•
•

Cyber-Bullying:
Invisibility & anonymity
Can’t visibly see the
victim’s hurtfulness – can’t
detect tone
Open 24/7
Limitless in number of
bystanders - rapid spread
May stay on-line forever

Information is PUBLIC!
A simple comment can escalate through misunderstanding or
misinterpretation.
Everyone can chime in through comments
Rumors are spread easily at the push of a send button.

So What Do We Do to
Prevent Cyber-Bullying?
TALK TO YOUNG PEOPLE!
can make it clear that using technology to embarrass
• Adults
or hurt others’ is not part of how we should behave as good
humans.
• Follow through on consequences
• If you say it, then do it.
• Caution them to think before posting
• Encourage them to make use of privacy settings
an environment where they will tell you if they, or
• Generate
someone they know, is being Cyber-Bullied.
• Establish and maintain open dialogue
• Not giant sit-downs… continuous open conversations

Establishing Dialogue and Expectations
Establish (Re-Establish) Family Rituals.
the time to research things in the news to bridge
• Take
conversation
• Find rituals that work for your family unit.
Tell your kids that you will review their online communications.
parental control filtering software
• Install
• Search your child’s name on Google periodically
Understand devices and create your own pages online

KNOW what these mean!

What Can I Do if I See Cyber-Bullying?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Watch for Warning Signs
Don’t brush it off
Find out what is really going on
Determine what your response needs to be
Save material as evidence
Don’t respond to bully or inappropriate messages
Un-friend or block a person who is doing the mean behavior
Report illegal activities to local authorities
Limit access to technology after someone has been bullied

QUESTIONS?
For More Information:
The Governor’s Prevention
Partnership
www.Preventionworksct.org
Kristen Granatek: Senior Program
Manager, Prevention Programs

Jacqueline Longo: Program Coordinator,
Youth Leadership

Email:
kristen.granatek@preventionworksct.org

Email:
jacqueline.longo@preventionworksct.org

(860) 523-8042 Ext. 53

(860) 523-8042 Ext. 23

